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Presidency of the Croatian Academy of Engineering

The members of the Presidency of the Croatian Academy of Engineering are members of the Governing Board, Secretaries of the Departments, Chairs of the Standing Committees and Heads of the Centers.

Members of the Governing Board

Prof. Zlatko Kniewald, PhD., President of the Croatian Academy of Engineering
Prof. Branka Zovko-Cihlar, PhD., Vice-President
Prof. Stanko Tonković, PhD., Vice-President
Prof. Miljenko Lapaine, PhD., Secretary-General until 15 December 2005
Assist. Prof. Goran Granič, PhD., Acting Secretary-General since 15 December 2005
Prof. Juraj Božičević, PhD., Past-President

Secretaries of the Departments

Prof. Vladimir Medved, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Systems and Cybernetics
Prof. Srečko Pegan, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Architecture and Urban Planning
Prof. Nikola Bogunović, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Information Systems
Prof. Branka Zovko-Cihlar, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Communication Systems
Prof. Slavko Krajcar, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Power Systems
Prof. Franko Rotim, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Transport
Prof. Mate Sršen, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy
Prof. Ivica Veža, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture
Prof. Zvonimir Janović, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Chemical Engineering
Prof. Zvonko Benečić, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics
Prof. Jasna Franekić Čolić, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Bioprocess Engineering
Prof. Vilko Žiljak, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Graphical Engineering
Prof. Branko Salopek, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Mining and Metallurgy
Prof. Ivo Soljačić, PhD., Secretary of the Department of Textile Technology
Chairs of the Standing Committees

Prof. Jasna Kniewald, PhD., Chairman of the Committee for International Cooperation
Prof. Nikola Bogunović, PhD., Chairman of the Committee for Awards
Prof. Marijan Bošnjak, PhD., Chairman of the Committee for Ethics
Assoc. Prof. Stjepan Car, PhD., Chairman of the Committee for Cooperation with the Economy and Promotion
Assist. Prof. Goran Granić, PhD., Chairman of the Committee for Regional Cooperation and Development

Heads of the Centers

Prof. Juraj Božišević, PhD., Head of the Center for Development Studies and Projects
Prof. Zlatko Kniewald, PhD., Head of the Biotechnical Center
Prof. Nedjeljko Frančula, PhD., Head of the Center for Geoinformation and Cartography
Prof. Đurđa Vasić-Rački, PhD., Head of the Center for Environmental Protection and Development of the Sustainable Technology
Prof. Tomislav Filetin, PhD., Head of the Center for Lifelong Education
Agić, Darko, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering, Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371080, fax +385 1 2371077
Graphic Technology, Screening Systems, Reproduction of Picture Information and Colour Management in the Area of Printing Science and Graphic Communication

Alfirević, Ivo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168944, +385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: ivo.alfirevic@fsb.hr
Continuum Mechanics, Mechanics of Solids, Orthotropic Materials, Experimental Stress Analysis, Structural analysis, Orthotropic structures

Andrašec, Marijan, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
State Institute for Measurements, Ulica grada Vukovara 78, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6106320, fax: +385 1 6109320
e-mail: ured.ravnatelja@dznm.hr, marijan.andrasec@zg.htnet.hr
Biofuels and Combustion, Chemical Processes Design, Petrochemicals and Industrial Chemicals, Gas Networks, Process Economics (Education), Biofuels, High-tech Start-up Companies

Androćec, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics, Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Savska cesta 16/3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4561222, fax: +385 1 4561206,
e-mail: androcec@grad.hr
Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulics, Hydraulics Engineering, Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulics, Hydraulics Engineering
Androić, Boris, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4561202, +385 1 4561222, fax: +385 1 4561202,
e-mail: boris.androic@master.grad.hr
Steel Structures, Reliability Engineering, Fatigue, Thin Walled Structures, Composite Structures, Design of Steel Structures, Durability of Bridges, Reliability of Structures

Aničić, Dražen, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Full Member (1993)
Vladimira Ruždjaka 9c, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: drazan.anicic@zg.htnet.hr
Civil Engineering, Concrete and Masonry Structures, Earthquake Engineering, Experimental Methods, Earthquake Strengthening of Masonry Structures, Reconstruction of Historical Buildings, Laboratory and In-situ Testing of Structures, War Damage Assessment

Auf-Franić, Hildegard, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639263, +385 1 4639264, fax: +385 1 4828079,
e-mail: Hildegard.Auf-Franic@hatz.hr
Architecture, Buildings for Education

Babić, Darko, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371080, fax: +385 1 2371077,
e-mail: babic@grf.hr
Graphic Technology, Finishing Processes, Ergonomics, Quality Control, Graphic Packaging Design and Production, Book Design and Production
**Badanjak, Dragan**, Prof. PhD.  
Department of Transport,  
Collaborating Member (2004)  
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb  
e-mail: badanjak@fpz.hr  
Technology of Transport, Technology and Organization of Railway Traffic

**Baletić, Bojan**, Assist. Prof. PhD.  
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,  
Collaborating Member (1998)  
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb  
+385 1 4561222, fax: +385 1 4828079,  
e-mail: bojan.baletic@arhitekt.hr  
Architecture and Urbanism, Computer Application in Architecture, Housing Design, Solar Architecture

**Ban, Drago**, Prof. PhD.  
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,  
Full Member (1994)  
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb  
+385 1 6129673, +385 1 6129770, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170207, +385 1 6170007, e-mail: drago.ban@fer.hr  
Power Engineering, Electrical Machines and Drives, Development and Application of Electrical Machines and Drives, Education

**Ban, Siniša**, Prof. PhD.  
Honorary Member (2000)  
Bijankinijeva 5, 10000 Zagreb  
e-mail: sinisa.ban@mapbf.pbf.hr, sban@pbf.hr  
Biotechnology, Biochemical and Ecological Engineering, Biochemical Engineering: Technology of Alcohol, Technology of Yeast, Technology of Vinegar, Technology of Protection of Environment: Technology of Biological Treatment of Industrial Wastewater
**Bartolić, Juraj**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129663, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129717, +385 1 6170007, e-mail: juraj.bartolic@fer.hr, http://www.rc.fer.hr/bartolic/
Microwave Engineering, Antennas, Electromagnetics, Wireless Communications

**Bašić, Tomislav**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639237, fax: +385 1 4828081,
e-mail: tomislav.basic@geof.hr, http://www.geof.hr/basic/
State Survey, Physical Geodesy, Satellite Geodesy, Geophysical Geodesy

**Bauk, Antun**, MSc.
Member Amicus (2002)
INA - Naftaplin d.d., Šubićeva 29, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4592150, fax: +385 1 4593063,
e-mail: antun.bauk@ina.hr
Petroleum Engineering, Fluid Flow Through Porous Media, Oil and Gas Reservoir Engineering, Underground Gas Storage

**Benčić, Zvonko**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129716, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170207, +385 1 6129770, e-mail: Zvonko.Bencic@hzt.hr
Power Electronics, Semiconductor Devices, Professional Communication, Power electronics, Editing
Berberović, Sead, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129629, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170007, +385 1 6129616, e-mail: sead.berberovic@fer.hr
Electromagnetic Field Theory, Numerical Field Computation, Calculation of Grounding Systems, Design of Electrical Machines

Beroš, Slobodan, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Rudera Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305611, fax: +385 21 463877, e-mail: slobodan.beros@fesb.hr

Beslać, Jovo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Collaborating Member (2000)
Civil Engineering Institute of Croatia, Janka Rakuše 1, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6144111, fax: +385 1 6144723, e-mail: jovo.beslac@igh.hr
Winter Concreting, Rapid Hardening of Concrete, Durability of Concrete, High Quality of Concrete, Repair of Concrete Structures, Properties of Concrete, Concrete Technology, Execution of Concrete Structures, Durability of Concrete and Concrete Structures

Biondić, Božidar, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geotechnical Engineering Varazdin, Hallerova aleja 7, 42000 Varaždin
+385 42 212228, fax: +385 42 313587, e-mail: bbiondic@usa.net
Bjegović, Dubravka, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26,
10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639255, fax: +385 1 4639206, e-mail: dubravka@grad.hr
Civil Engineering, Materials Corrosion, Durability of Reinforced
Concrete, Structures, Non-destructive Testing of Concrete in
Structures, Precast Concrete, Concrete Technology, Corrosion
Protection, Corrosion Inhibitors, Durability of Reinforced
Concrete

Bogdan, Željko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168944, +385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: Zeljko.Bogdan@hatz.hr
Mathematical Modelling, Simulation and Optimisation of
Thermo-hydraulic Processes in Power Equipment, Thermal Power Plants

Bogunović, Nikola, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems,
Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129721, fax: +385 1 6129653,
e-mail: Nikola.Bogunovic@hatz.hr
Artificial Intelligence, Formal Methods in the Design of
Computing Systems, Knowledge Elicitation from Data, Intelligent
Computer Based Systems, Formal Models of Complex Systems,
Process Modelling

Bolanča, Matko, Dr. med.
Member Amicus (2005)
Pliva Hrvatska d.o.o., Ulica grada Vukovara 49, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6120880, fax: +385 1 6160486
e-mail: matko.bolanca@pliva.hr
Applied Biotechnology, Sustainable Development
Bolanča, Stanislav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2,
10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371073, +385 1 2371080, fax: +385 1 2317077,
e-mail: stanislav.bolanca@grf.hr, sbolanca@grf.hr
Graphic Arts Technology, Printing Technology, Major Printing
Techniques, Digital Printing

Bolanča, Zdenka, Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2,
10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371073, +385 1 2371080, fax: +385 1 2371077,
e-mail: zdenka.bolanca@grf.hr, zbolanca@grf.hr
Graphic Technology, Ecological Engineering, Ecological
Engineering in Graphic Technology, Paper Recycling, Chemical
and Enzymatic De-inking, Metrology and Environment,
Electrochemistry of Aluminium

Bonefačić, Davor, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129772, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: davor.bonefacic@fer.hr

Bošnjak, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering
Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380350, fax: +385 1 2314415, e-mail: bosnjak@fpz.hr
Intelligent Transport Systems, Transport Technology, Postal &
Telecom Traffic, Systems Methodology (Hard, Soft, Fuzzy),
Knowledge Management
**Bošnjak, Marijan**, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
Slovenska 19, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3702507
e-mail: Marijan.Bosnjak@hatz.hr
Biochemical Engineering, Kinetics of Microbial Processes,
Mathematical Modelling of Biochemical Reaction Systems,
Microbial Cultivation Methods, Environmental Biotechnology,
Industrial Production of Microbial Metabolites, Biochemical Reactors

**Božićević, Josip**, Academician
Department of Transport,
Member Emeritus (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering
Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380200, +385 1 2380222, fax: +385 1 214415,
e-mail: puljiz@fpz.hr
Civil Engineering, Transportation, Mathematical and Statistical and Experimental Analyses of Vibration Problems on the Tracks and the Sleepers

**Božićević, Juraj**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Full Member (1993)
Ministry of Science, Education and Sport, Trg hrvatskih velikana 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605032, e-mail: Juraj.Bozicevic@hatz.hr
Systems Science and Cybernetics, Chemical Engineering, Process Modelling and Control Measurements, Knowledge Management and Innovation, Technology Management, Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Education
*Past-President of the Croatian Academy of Engineering*

**Brlić, Vladimir**, PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Hrvatski telekom d.d., Jurišićeva 13, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4555466, +385 1 4815100, fax: +385 1 4815111,
**Brnić, Josip**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, 
Associate Member (1994)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Vukovarska 58, 
51000 Rijeka 
+385 51 651444, fax: +385 51 651490, 
e-mail: josip.brnic@riteh.hr
Elastoplasticity, Viscoplasticity, Structural Analysis and 
Optimisation, Metalforming, Finite Element Method, Fracture 
Mechanics

**Brumec, Josip**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems, 
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty for Organisation and Informatics, 
Pavlinska 2, 42000 Varazdin 
+385 42 213777, fax: +385 42 213413, 
e-mail: Josip.Brumec@hatz.hr
Information Systems (Theory and Development of Systems, 
Systems Development Concepts and Methodologies, System 
Development Tools and Techniques, Strategic Planning of 
Information Systems), Organisational and Management Sciences

**Butković, Mirko**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, 
Full Member (1994)
Polytechnic of Karlovac, Ivana Meštrovića 10, 47000 Karlovac, 
ABB-Power Plants Limited, Mala Švarča 155, 47000 Karlovac 
+385 47 665164, fax: +385 47 665255, 
e-mail: mirko.butkovic@power.alstom.com, 
mirko.butkovic@vuka.hr
Mechanical Engineering, Technical Mechanics, Mechanical 
Vibrations, Strength of Materials, Mechanical Integrity of 
Machines, Machine Dynamics, Power Engineering

**Caharija, Alojz**, PhD.
Member Amicus (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and 
Technology, Savska cesta 16/5A, 10000 Zagreb 
+385 1 4843556, +385 1 4597131, +385 1 4597136, 
fax: +385 1 4843556, +385 1 4597260, 
e-mail: caha@marie.fkit.hr
Measurement, Process control, Humidity and Thermal 
Conductivity Measurement
Car, Stjepan, PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Collaborating Member (1995)
Končar - Electrical Engineering Institute, Inc., Fallerovo šetalište 22, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3667315, fax: +385 1 3667166,
e-mail: Stjepan.Car@hatz.hr
Electrical Engineering, Electrical Machines, Electrical Drives, Management of R&D in Electrical Engineering, Renewable Energy

Carić, Antun, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
KATE-KOM, Drvinje 109, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2407304, fax: +385 1 3689714,
e-mail: acaric@kate-kom.com, antun.caric@zg.htnet.hr
Telecommunication (mobile network, Internet), Information Systems (e-school, e-health), Software Engineering, R&D Organization, Mobile Applications and Services

Cerovac, Vesna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380204, fax: +385 1 6527084,
e-mail: Vesna.Cerovac@hatz.hr
Traffic, Civil Engineering, Traffic Technology and Safety

Cifrek, Mario, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129937, fax: +385 1 6129652,
e-mail: mario.cifrek@fer.hr, http://www.fer.hr/mario.cifrek
Electronic Measurements and Instrumentation, Biomedical Engineering, Design and Manufacturing of Electronic Equipment, Biomedical Signal Measurement and Analysis
Čaušević, Mehmed, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Viktora Cara
Emina 5, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 331095
Earthquake Engineering, Steel Structures, Bridge Engineering,
Engineering Mechanics, Design of Steel and Concrete Structures,
Testing of Full-scale Structures

Čavlin, Nikola, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129007,
e-mail: nikola.cavlina@fer.hr
Nuclear Energy and Technology, Nuclear Reactor Safety,
Environmental Impact Assessment

Čišić, Dragan, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2,
51000 Rijeka
The Institute for the Study of Digital Inclusion, Celebration,
Florida, USA
e-mail: dragan.cisic@ri.t-com.hr, dragan@pfri.hr
Logistics, Supply chain management, e-Business, e-Commerce,
Digital economy

Čorić, Večeslav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168428, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: Veceslav.Coric@hatz.hr
Naval Architecture, Ship Structures, Naval Hydrodynamics,
Theory of Sea Keeping, Numerical Methods, Offshore Technology
(Design)
Čović, Željko, MSc.
Member Amicus (2002)
Pliva d.d., Ulica grada Vukovara 49, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: zeljko.covic@pliva.hr
Pharmacy, Biotechnology, Corporate Strategy, Leadership, Global Pharmaceuticals Business, Corporate Management and Management Development

Črnko, Josip, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mining and Metallurgy, Full Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Metallurgy, Aleja narodnih heroja, 44103 Sisak
+385 44 533378, fax: +385 44 533378,
e-mail: Josip.Crnko@hatz.hr
Separation of Metals from Secondary Row Materials, Thermotechnology, Industrial Furnaces, Mathematical Models of the Cooling of Steel Semiproducts, Possibilities of Structural Improvements in Heating Furnaces

Črnjar, Mladen, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
Primorsko-goranska County, Rijeka, Institute for Sustainable Development and Spatial Planning, Splitska 2, 51000 Rijeka
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Economics, Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality Management
+385 51 351772, +385 51 213278, fax: +385 51 212436,
e-mail: mladen.crnjar@pgz.hr
Urban and Regional Planning, Economics, Policies and Management in Ecology, Environmental Economy

Čunko, Ružica, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology, Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Savska cesta 16/9, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4877357, fax: +385 1 4877355,
e-mail: Ruzica.Cunko@hatz.hr
Polyester Fibre Oligomers, Fibre Aging Process Influenced by UV Light, Pollutants and Ozone, Ecological Aspects of Fibre Properties, Composite Textile Materials, Quality Assurance and Quality Improvement of Textiles
Čosić, Krešimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Associate Member (2005)
e-mail: kresimir.cosic@fer.hr

Dadić, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: ivan.dadic@zg.htnet.hr
Traffic and Transport, Urban and Physical Planning, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, Mathematics

Damić, Vjekoslav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Associate Member (2004)
University of Dubrovnik, Ćirica Carića 4, 20000 Dubrovnik
e-mail: vdamic@unidu.hr
Mathematical and Computer Modelling and Simulations, Bond Graph Modelling, Engineering Graph Modelling

Debrecin, Nenad, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170007,
e-mail: nenad.debrecin@fer.hr
Heat Transfer, Nuclear Power Plants, Accident Analysis, Nuclear Power Plant Simulation, System Thermal-hydraulic Codes, Uncertainty Analysis
Domazet, Željko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Associate Member (1998)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Rudera Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305777, fax: +385 21 563877,
e-mail: zeljko.domazet@fesb.hr
Mechanical Engineering, Naval Architecture, Steel Structures, Fatigue Strength of Materials, Fracture Mechanics

Domitrović, Hrvoje, PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129 640, fax: +385 1 6129 680
e-mail: hrvoje.domitrovic@fer.hr
Acoustics, Electroacoustics, Audio Techniques, Sound Broadcasting, Architectural Acoustics (Theatres and Churches), Sound Broadcasting (RDS Systems for FM Broadcasting), Digitalisation of Radio Broadcasting

Duić, Neven, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168126, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: Neven.Ducic@fsb.hr, http://powerlab.fsb.hr/neven

Dujmović, Nenad, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport, Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168419, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: nenad.dujmovic@fsb.hr
Mechanical Engineering, Design of Wheel/Rail and Magnetically/Airchusion Levitated Vehicles, Dynamic Structure and Stability of Track Guided Vehicles, Environment Sustainable Transport Systems
Duraković, Senadin, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605284, +385 1 4605000, fax: +385 1 4836083, e-mail: senadin.durakovic@pbf.hr, sdurakovic@pbf.hr
General Microbiology, Food Microbiology, Bacteriology, Mycology, Mycology, Mycotoxicology

Dvornik, Josip, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Associate Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639244, fax: +385 1 4828048, e-mail: dvornik@grad.hr

Dukan, Petar, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Collaborating Member (2000)
Civil Engineering Institute of Croatia, Janka Rakuše 1, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6144111, e-mail: petar.djukan@igh.hr
Organisation and Technology in Civil Engineering, Project Management, Management and Organisation of CE Firms, Organisation of Scientific and Expert Research, Organisation of Public Works (Infrastructure, Reconstruction, Housing), Public Works

Fajt, Siniša, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129747, +385 1 6129640, fax: +385 1 6129852, +385 1 6129680, e-mail: sinisa.fajt@fer.hr
Acoustics, Electroacoustics, Audio techniques, Sound broadcasting, Architectural Acoustics, Processing of Acoustical Signals in Communications
**Feretić, Danilo**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129995, fax: +385 1 6170207,
e-mail: danilo.feretic@fer.hr
Nuclear Energy and Technology, Environmental Studies, Operational Safety of Nuclear Reactors, Power Systems Modelling, Environmental Impact of Electrical Energy Generating Systems

**Ferić, Miljenko**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: miljenko.feric@cvh.hr
Transport Machinery, Road Vehicles, Ship Hydrodynamics - Model Tests, Basin Experiments Ship Structure - Strength and Vibrations

**Figurić, Mladen Stjepan**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetošimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2352404, +385 1 2352555, fax: +385 1 2352530,
e-mail: mladen.figuric@hrast.sumfak.hr
Wood Technology Management and Economics in Forestry and Wood Technology, Production Management in the Wood and Furniture Industry, Improvement and Rationalisation of Production, Development of the Forestry and Wood Industry

**Filetin, Tomislav**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168320, +385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6157126,
e-mail: Tomislav.Filetin@hatz.hr, http://www.fsb.hr/~tfiletin
Frančula, Nedjeljko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639225, fax: +385 1 4828081,
e-mail: Nedjeljko.Francula@hrtz.hr, http://www.geof.hr/~nfrancul
Geodesy, Cartography, Map projections, Digital cartography,
Geoinformatics, Cartographic Generalization, Future of Geodesy and Surveying

Franekić-Čolić, Jasna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4836013, fax: +385 1 4836016,
e-mail: Jasna.Franekic-Colic@hrtz.hr
Genetic Toxicology, Ecotoxicology, Genotoxicity Action of Environmental Agents Antimutagenicity of Glucosinolates

Franković, Bernard, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Full Member (1998)
University of Rijeka, Technical Faculty, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651401, +385 51 675801, fax: +385 51 675801, +385 51 675818, e-mail: bernard.frankovic@riteh.hr

Gajski, Daniel D., Prof. D. Sc.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Honorary Member (2000)
University of California, Irvine Center for Embedded Computer Systems, Computer Science Building Irvine, CA 92697-3425, United States of America
(+1)949 8244155, fax: (+1)949 8244155,
e-mail: gajski@ics.uci.edu, http://www.ics.uci.edu/~gajski/
Science of Computer Design
Galović, Antun, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168255, fax: +385 1 6156940, e-mail: antun.galovic@fsb.hr
Technical Thermodynamics, Temperature Fields in Solids, Heat Exchange in Fluidised Beds, Exergy and Entropy Analysis in Thermo Processes Irreversibilities

Gaurina-Medimurec, Nediljka, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mining and Metallurgy, Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605468, +385 1 4836074, fax: +385 1 4836074, e-mail: ngaumed@rgn.hr
Petroleum Engineering, Drilling Wellbore Fluids, Drilling Technology, Drilling Fluids, Well Cementing, Workover and Completion Fluids, Environment Protection in Petroleum Engineering

Glancer Šoljan, Margareta, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Associate Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605033, fax: +385 1 4836083, e-mail: mglancer@pbf.hr
Microbial Biodegradation, Mixed Microbial Cultures, Wastewater, Wastewater treatment technologies

Goglia, Vlado, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetosimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2352555, fax: +385 1 218616, e-mail: vlado.goglia@hrast.sumfak.hr, goglia@sumfak.hr
Mechanical Engineering, Woodworking machinery, Sound and Vibration
Gojo, Miroslav, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371080, fax: +385 1 2371077,
e-mail: mgojo@grf.hr
Graphic Technology, Printing Forms, Electrochemistry,
Photoelectrochemistry, Surface Chemistry, Electrochemical Deposition of Metals, Photochemistry of Copper, Printing Forms

Golubović, Adriano, Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 100000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371073/157, fax: +385 1 2371077
Graphic Technology, Chemical Technology, Analytical Chemistry,
Surface Technology, Materials in Printing Processes, Colorimetric Measurement in Graphic Processes

Gomzi, Zoran, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Marulićev trg 19, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597105, fax: +385 1 4597260,
e-mail: zgomzi@pierre.fkit.hr, zgomzi@marie.fkit.hr
Chemical Engineering, Chemical Reaction Engineering, Kinetics Modelling, Process Design and Development, Mathematical Modelling, Education

Grancarić, Ana Marija, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Pierrotijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4843563, fax: +385 1 4836058,
e-mail: amgranca@ttf.hr
**Granić, Goran**, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Energetski institut Hrvoje Požar, Savska cesta 163, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6040588, +385 1 6326100, fax: +385 1 6040599,
e-mail: Goran.Granic@hatz.hr
Electrical Engineering, Strategic Energy Planning, Energy
Legislation, Power System Planning and Scheduling, Energy
Sector Organisation and Management, Energy Supply Costs and
Energy Pricing Policy
*Acting Secretary-General of the Croatian Academy of Engineering
since December 15, 2005*

**Grbac, Ivica**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2004)
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management, Av.
Vukovar 78, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6106 393, fax: +385 1 6109 884
e-mail: ivica.grbac@mps.hr

**Grbavac, Vitomir**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Associate Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Agriculture, Svetošimunska 25,
10000 Zagreb
e-mail: vgrbavac@yahoo.com
Information and Communication Systems in Traffic, Information
Systems, Evolution of Information Technology, Development
Computer Systems, e-Education in Traffic

**Grgić, Davor**, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129994
e-mail: davor.grgic@fer.hr
Grgić, Mislav, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129851, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: mgrgic@ieee.org, http://www.vcl.fer.hr/mgrgic/
Image and Video Compression, Multimedia Communications, Image Retrieval

Grgić, Sonja, Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129780, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: sgrgic@ieee.org, http://www.vcl.fer.hr/sgrgic/
Video Signal Compression and Coding, Picture Quality Assessment, Digital Television

Grladinović, Tomislav, PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetošimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2352555, +385 1 2352451, fax: +385 1 2318616,
e-mail: grladinovic@hrast.sumfak.hr
Biotechnology, Wood Technology, Production Management, Simulation Modelling, Computers in Simulation

Haznadar, Zijad, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129811, fax: +385 1 6129616,
e-mail: zijad.haznadar@fer.hr
Theory of Electromagnetic Fields, Numerical Calculation in Electrical Engineering
Hebel, Zdravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129980, +385 1 6190917, fax: +385 1 6129890, +385 1 6190929, e-mail: zdravko.hebel@fer.hr
Electric Power Engineering, Power System Analysis, Transmission Networks, Industrial Networks

Hnatko, Emil, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Associate Member (2004)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Trg Ivane Brlić Mažuranić 18, 35000 Slavonski Brod
+385 35 446188, fax: +385 35 446446,
e-mail: ehnatko@brod.sfsb.hr,
http://www.sfsb.hr/kem/hnatko/hnatko.htm
Engines and Vehicles, Thermodynamics and Construction,
Maintenance of Internal Combustion Engines and Motor Vehicles

Hofman, Marcel, Prof. PhD.
Member Amicus (2005)
Hondsbergen 2, BE-3080 Tervuren, Belgium
fax: +32 2 7672191
e-mail: Marcel.Hofman@skynet.be

Horvat, Dubravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetosimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2342555, fax: +385 1 2318616,
e-mail: horvat@hrast.sumfak.hr
Forestry Mechanisation, Terrain-vehicle Systems, Special Forest Vehicles
Hraste, Marin, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Marulićev trg 19, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597220, fax: +385 1 4597260,
e-mail: mhraste@pierre.fkit.hr
Chemical Engineering, Unit Operation Transport Phenomena,
Engineering of Particulate Systems: Particle Systems and Use of
their Description to Predict Behaviour in a Given Geometrical Shape

Husar, Ivan, PhD. (retired)
Member Amicus (2002)
Jukićeva 10, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4836485, fax: +385 1 4836486,
e-mail: ivan.husar@zg.htnet.hr
Security and Alarm Systems

Ilić, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129639, fax: +385 1 6129705,
e-mail: ivan.ilić@esa.fer.hr
Electrical Engineering, Electrical Machines, Drives andAutomation Industrial Plants

Jajac, Branislav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Rudera Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305706, fax: +385 21 463877
Jakobović, Zvonimir, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
Lexicographical Institute "Miroslav Krleža", Frankopanska 26, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: zvonimir.jakobovic@lzmk.hr
Physics, Electronics, Information Science, Medical Physics, Metrology, Lexicology and Encyclopaedism, Electronics, Terminology in Science and Technology, History of Technology

Janović, Zvonimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Savska cesta 16, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597125, fax: +385 1 4597142, +385 1 4597260,
e-mail: Zvonimir.Janovic@haz.hr
Chemical Engineering, Petrochemistry, Polymer Materials, Petrochemical Processes and Products, Polymerisation Processes, High Performance Polymeric Materials, Rheological Modifiers

Janjanin, Simo, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Talovčeva 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3707316, e-mail: simo.janjanin@zg.htnet.hr
Simulation of Train Movement and Optimal Control Using Pontryagin's Principle, Mathematical Modelling and Simulation of Electrical Components and Systems, Mathematical Modelling and Simulation of Mechanical Components and Systems

Jelaska, Damir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, R. Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305874, fax: +385 21 463877,
e-mail: damir.jelaska@fesb.hr, djelaska@fesb.hr
Mechanical Engineering Design, Operational Strength, Gear Design, Damage Tolerant Design, Reliability, Fatigue Life Prediction, Mean Stress Influence on Fatigue Assessment, Fatigue Assessment at Combined HCF/LCF Loading
Jelenčić, Ivan, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems,
Member Emeritus (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129702, fax: +385 1 6129680,
e-mail: ivan.jelencic@fer.hr

Jerić, Viljem, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems,
Associate Member (1994)
Brune Bušića 14, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6636674, e-mail: viljem.jeric@zg.htnet.hr
Microwave Electronic and Systems in the Field of Radiocommunications and Radars, Measurements on Microwave Equipments, Electronic Navigation on Sea, Electronic Warfare, Microwave Electronic, Use of Electrical and Electronic Components in Graphic Art

Jergović, Blanka, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
Croatian Radio-Television, Croatian Radio, I Program, Prisavlje 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 91 6348573
e-mail: B.Jergovic@hrt.hr

Jović, Franjo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Associate Member (1993)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Istarska 3, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 124122, fax: +385 31 223255,
e-mail: franjo.jovic@etfos.hr
Process Control, Artificial Intelligence, Information Processing, Functional Networks, Process Monitoring, System Modelling
Jukić, Tihomir, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kaćićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: jukic.tihomir@arhitekt.hr

Juras, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kaćićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639259, fax: +385 1 4828079,
e-mail: ivan.juras@arhitekt.hr
Architecture

Jurković, Sonja, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kaćićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639222/158, fax: +385 1 4639284,
e-mail: sonja.jurkovic@arhitekt.hr
Regional and Landscape Planning, Urban and Landscape Design

Kalpić, Damir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129919, fax: +385 1 6129915,
e-mail: damir.kalpic@fer.hr, http://www.zpm.fer.hr/kalpic
Operational Research, Mathematical Modelling, Data Modelling,
Software for Linear Programming and Related Fields, Production Planning Software, Business Process Reengineering, Information Systems, Natural Language Processing
Karlovic, Damir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and
Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4826250, fax: +385 1 4826251,
e-mail: dakar@pbf.hr
Carbohydrate Chemistry and Technology, Food Engineering, Food
Technology, Sweeteners Chemistry and Technology of
Sweeteners, Food Processing

Katavic, Ivan, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Member Emeritus (1998)
Ante Kovačića 22, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 515016
Casting Technology, Casting Alloys, Wear-resistant Casting
Alloys

Katovic, Drago, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Pierottijeva
6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4877352, fax: +385 1 4877352,
e-mail: drago.katovic@ttf.hr
Textile Chemistry, Determination of Iron and Copper, Free
Formaldehyde, Polycarboxylic Acids, Durable Press Finishing,
Microwave Treatment

Kelemen, Tomislav, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Member Emeritus (1995)
Konćar – Electrical Engineering Institute, Inc., Fallerovo šetalište
22, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3881426, fax: +385 1 3667309,
e-mail: tomislav.kelemen1@zg.t-com.
Theoretic and Applied Electrical Engineering, R&D in Power and
Instrument Transformers as Products, Power and Instrument
Transformers in Interaction with Networks, Development of Power
and Instrument Transformers for Voltages up to 400 kV
**Kirinčić, Josip**, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Honorary Member (1998)
Šetalište Joakima Rakovca 27, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 338411
Technology of Maritime Transport, Maritime Engineering, Improvement of Port Efficiency, Development of Ports

**Kliček, Božidar**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty for Organisation and Informatics, Pavlinska 2, 42000 Varazdin
+385 42 213777, 042 213413, fax: +385 42 213413,
e-mail: bklicek@foi.hr
Information Science, Intelligent Systems, Multimedia Systems, Complex Systems, Information Technology in Tourism

**Kniewald, Jasna**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605288, fax: +385 1 4605065,
e-mail: Jasna.Kniewald@hatz.hr
Environmental Protection, Pesticide Toxicology, Toxicity Processes in Reproductive Biochemical Mechanisms, Cell Culture Technology In Vitro Testing/Trial Methods

**Kniewald, Zlatko**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605278, fax: +385 1 4605065,
e-mail: Zlatko.Kniewald@hatz.hr, http://www.pbf.hr/knic
Biochemical Engineering, Cell Culture Technology, Endocrine Secretion and Regulation, Science Policy, Intellectual Property Protection

*President of the Croatian Academy of Engineering*
Kolombo, Marijan, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
Janka Poliča Kamova 54, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 421064, +385 91 5793529
Crude Oil and Petroleum Products, Lube Oil Technology,
Tribology, Petrochemistry, Lube Oils Tribology, Additives for
Motor and Industrial Oils

Komadina, Pavao, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Full Member (1998)
Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 338411, fax: +385 51 336755,
e-mail: pavao.komadina@pfri.hr
Maritime Technology, Shipping, Environmental Sea Protection,
Port and Harbour Facilities, Sea Navigation, Simulation and
Simulators, Mathematical Models of Optimum Tanker Size,
Routing Systems in the Adriatic Sea (Separation Lanes), Safety of
Navigation

Koroman, Vladimir, PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Collaborating Member (2002)
Shipbuilding Institute, Avenija Večeslava Holjevca 20, 10020
Zagreb
+385 1 6504160, fax: +385 1 6504384,
e-mail: koroman@hrbi.hr
Control Engineering, Marketing, Electro-hydraulic Systems,
Control and Automatisation Systems (Defence, Electric Power
Plants), Marketing in the Field of Research and Development
Organisations

Kos, Serdo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2,
51000 Rijeka,
+385 51 338411, fax: +385 51 336755,
e-mail: skos@pfri.hr,
Maritime Technology, Shipping, Theory of Navigation, Terrestrial
Navigation, Astronomical Navigation, Electronic Navigation,
Optimisation of Ship's Routing Systems, Integrated and Multi-
modal transportation, Multi-modal Transport Networks
Kos, Tomislav, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129772, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: tomislav.kos@fer.hr, http://www.vcl.fer.hr/tkos/

Kos, Vesna, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Member Emeritus (1998)
Gorjanovićeva 6b, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2421822
Electrical Engineering, Traffic, Application of Electrical Engineering in Traffic

Kos, Zorko, Prof. Emeritus PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Viktora Cara Emina 5, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 352130, fax: +385 51 332816
Irrigation and Drainage, Flood Control, Water Resources Systems,
Irrigation and Drainage, Flood Control

Kovač, Mario, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129759, fax: +385 1 6170007,
e-mail: mario.kovac@fer.hr
Multimedia Systems (Digital, Video and Audio), Multimedia Architectures and Algorithms, Data Compression, Digital Content Distribution and Digital Rights Management, Audio-visual Data Compression Algorithms (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, JPEG)
Kovačić, Davorin, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geotechnical Engineering
Varaždin, Hallerova aleja 7, 42000 Varaždin
+385 42 408919, fax: +385 42 313587,
e-mail: dkovacic@gtfvz.hr
Civil Engineering, Geotechnical Engineering, Environmental
Engineering, Geotechnical Structures, Landslides, Sanitary
Landfills

Krajcar, Slavko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (1995)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170007,
e-mail: Slavko.Krajcar@hatz.hr
Power Engineering, Power Plants, Distribution Network, Planning
Electrical Lighting, Programme Codes for Distribution Network
Planning, Modern Electrical Lighting, Liberalisation of Energy
Markets

Krakar, Zdravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems,
Associate Member (1998)
Croatian Information Technology Agency, Mažuranićev trg 8/III,
10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4855271, fax: +385 1 4855273,
e-mail: zkrakar@close.open.hr
Integrated Methods of Management via Information Technology,
Quality Management Systems in Informatics, Software Process
Improvement Methods, Integrated Information Security Systems,
Application of ICT Consultancy in Management Systems

Križan, Božidar, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Department of
Mechanical Engineering Design, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651526, fax: +385 51 675818,
e-mail: Bozidar.Krizan@riteh.hr
Machine Elements, Gears Design in Mechanical Engineering,
Friction in Gears, HCR-gears, Systematic Design
Kropar Vančina, Vesna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: Vesna.Kropar-Vancina@hatz.hr

Krpan, Mirko, Prof. emeritus PhD. (retired)
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Member Emeritus (1993)
University of Rijeka, Technical Faculty, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651444, fax: +385 51 675818
Tribology Kinematics and Dynamics of Robot, Dynamics of Machines

Krumes, Dragomir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Associate Member (2000)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Trg Ivane Brlić Mažuranić 18, 35000 Slavonski Brod
+385 35 446188, +385 35 446707, +385 35 446515, fax: +385 35 446446, e-mail: dragomir.krumes@sfsb.hr
Materials in Mechanical Engineering, Heat Treatment Materials,
New Materials and Technologies, Heat Treatment and Surface Engineering, Thermodiffusion in Heat Treatment, Tribology

Kurtanjek, Želimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605294, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: zkurt@pbf.hr, http://www.pbf.hr/~zkurt
Chemical Engineering, Biochemical Engineering, Food Engineering, Process Control, Process Modelling
Kviz, Boris, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129612, fax: +385 1 6129717
Optoelectronics, Optical Communications, Radiopositioning, Radionavigation, Radiotelemetry

Ladanyi, Branko, Prof. Emeritus, PhD.
Honorary Member (2005)
Département des génies civil, géologique et des mines, École Polytechnique de Montréal, CP 6079, succ. Centre-ville, Montreal, QC, H3C 3A7, Canada
1-514 3404711 #4804, fax: 1-514 3405841
e-mail: bladanyi@polymtl.ca
Applied Mechanics, Thermodynamics, Rheology, Soil Mechanics, Rock Mechanics, Foundations, Tunnelling, Ground Freezing, Arctic Engineering, Permafrost Construction

Lapaine, Miljenko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639273, fax: +385 1 4828081,
e-mail: Miljenko.Lapaine@hatz.hr, http://www.geof.hr/~mlapaine
Geodesy, Cartography, Geoinformatics, Mathematics, History of Science, Map Projections, Mathematical Processing of Geodetic Data, History of Cartography
Secretary-General of the Croatian Academy of Engineering until December 15, 2005

Lelas, Vesna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Associate Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605287, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: vlelas@pbf.hr
Food Engineering, Food Technology, Thermophysical Properties of Food, Food Rheology, Freezing Processes, Dehydration Processes, Stability of Dehydrated Food
**Lipičnik, Martin**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Corresponding Member (2005)
Univerza v Mariboru, Fakulteta za logistiko, Mariborska 2, 3000 Celje, Slovenia
+386 3 4244178, +386 3 4282682

**Lipovac, Vladimir**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Associate Member (2004)
University of Dubrovnik, Ćira Carića 4, 20000 Dubrovnik
+385 20 445757, fax: +385 20 435590,
e-mail: vlipovac@unidu.hr

**Liščić, Božidar**, Academician
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Member Emeritus (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 zagreb
+385 1 6168360, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: bozidar.liscic@fsb.hr
Manufacturing Technologies, Material Science and Engineering Heat Treatment, Surface Engineering, Heat Treatment of Steel, Theory and Technology of Quenching, Development of Vacuum Heat Treatment Furnaces

**Lončarić, Rudolf**, Prof. PhD.
Honorary Member (2004)
Nikole Tesle 8a, 42000 Varaždin
Lončarić, Sven, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129891, fax: +385 1 6129652,
e-mail: sven.loncaric@fer.hr, http://ipg.zesoi.fer.hr/loncaric
Image Processing, Image Analysis, Computer Vision, Pattern Recognition, Medical Imaging, Medical Image Analysis, Volume Visualisation, Neural Networks, Virtual Reality

Lovreček, Mladen, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2371080, fax: +385 1 2371077,
e-mail: lovrecek@grf.hr
Advanced Processes in Graphic Reproduction: Psychico-Chemical and Electrochemical Aspects of Imaging

Lovrić, Josip, Prof. Emeritus, PhD.
Department of Transport,
Member Emeritus (1993)
University of Dubrovnik, Department of Maritime Studies, Čira Carića 4, 20000 Dubrovnik
+385 20 445707, fax: +385 20 435590
e-mail: josip.lovric@unidu.hr
Naval Architecture, Maritime Affairs, Education, Ship Design, Terotechnology, Maritime Education

Lovrić, Tomislav, Prof. Emeritus, PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Member Emeritus (1994)
Čazmanska 2/IV, 10000 Zagreb
Food Science, Food Engineering, Food Technology, Food Preservation, Food Colour and Flavour Stability, Food Preservation Processes (Freezing, Drying, Freeze Drying, Non-thermal Processing), New Food Product and Process Development, Processing Plant Design
Ljuljka, Boris, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetošimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2302288, +385 1 2352555, fax: +385 1 2318616,
e-mail: boris.ljuljka@hrast.sumfak.hr, ljuljka@sumfak.hr
Wood Finishing, Wood Gluing, Furniture Quality, Manufacturing of Furniture

Majdandžić, Niko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems, Associate Member (2000)
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Trg Ivane Brlić-Mažuranić, 35000 Slavonski Brod
+385 35 446188, 035 446718, fax: +385 35 446446,
e-mail: nmajdan@sfsb.hr

Malarić, Krešimir, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129789, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129717
e-mail: kresimir.malaric@fer.hr
Wireless Communications, Satellite Communications, Electromagnetic Compatibility, Biomedical Effects of Electromagnetic Fields

Malbaša, Niko, PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Ekonerg Ltd., Koranska 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6000126, fax: +385 1 6171560,
e-mail: nmalbasa@ekonerg.hr
Energy, Environmental Protection, Infrastructure Site Selection and Investigations, Environmental Reports and Environmental Impact Assessment Studies, Licensing Activities, Waste Management, Health and Environmental Risk Analyses
Mandić, Milena L., Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Associate Member (2000)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Food Technology, Franje Kuhača 18, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 224300, fax: +385 31 207115,
e-mail: milena.mandic@ptfos.hr
Nutrition, Food Safety, Food Security, Food Analysis (Chemical and Sensorial), Health and Nutrition

Mandžuka, Sadko, PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Collaborating Member (2005)
Brodarски institut d.o.o., Avenija Večeslava Holjevca 20, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6504409, fax: +385 1 6504400,
e-mail: sadko@hrbi.hr; http://www.hrbi.hr/sadko
Control Theory of Mechanical Systems, Maneuvering and Control of Surface and Underwater Vehicles, Hydropower Control System

Marić, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605000, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: vmatic@pbf.hr
Biochemical Engineering, Industrial Microbiology, Brewing Science, Single Cell Proteins, Developing Projects, Design of Bioprocess Plants, Professional Journals

Marić, Zvonimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Crkvena 21, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 540070, e-mail: zmaric@gfos.hr, zvonimir.mari@gfos.hr
Civil Engineering, Structural Engineering, Bridge Engineering, Prestressed Concrete Structures, Design of Prestressed Concrete Structures, Design of Concrete Bridges, History of Bridges, Education
Markotić, Anto, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mining and Metallurgy,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Metallurgy, Aleja narodnih heroja 3, 44000 Sisak
+385 44 533381, +385 44 533378, fax: +385 44 533378,
e-mail: markotic@siscia.simet.hr
Metallurgy, Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, Metallurgy of Aluminium, Development of Metallurgy, Technical Culture

Marković, Ivo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Honorary Member (1998)
Institute of Transportation and Communications, Kušlanova 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2300146, +385 1 2300147, fax: +385 1 2395691,
e-mail: ivo.markovic@fpz.hr, ipv@fpz.hr

Marović, Pavao, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Associate Member (2000)
University of Split, Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture, Matice hrvatske 15, 21000 Split
+385 21 303351, +385 21 303333, +385 21 303380, fax: +385 21 465117, +385 21 303380, e-mail: Pavao.Marovic@gradst.hr
Computational Mechanics, Experimental Methods, Numerical Modelling of Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Structures, Computational Modelling of Engineering Structures, In Situ Testing of Engineering Structures

Marušić, Josip, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Full Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4828054, fax: +385 1 4639236,
e-mail: marusicj@master.grad.hr
Water Resource Management, Hydrotechnology, Optimising Hydro-melioration Systems for Drainage, Pollution Control of Water and the Environment, Construction Management, Protection Against Harmful Water Action
Matanović, Davorin, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mining and Metallurgy,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, Pierottijeva 6, 1000 Zagreb
e-mail: dmatan@rgn.hr
Petroleum Engineering, Corrosion and Material Protection
Tribology, Drilling Techniques, Well Completion and Workover,
Drilling and Production of Water, Corrosion and Protection of Materials, Waste Disposal by Injection into Deep Wells

Matejiček, Franjo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Trg Ivane Brlić Mažuranić 18, 35000 Slavonski Brod
+385 35 446188, fax: +385 35 446446,
e-mail: franjo.matejicek@sfsb.hr, fmatej@sfsb.hr,
http://www.sfsb.hr/ksk/fmatej.html
Theory of Elasticity and Plasticity Dynamics of Machinery, Finite Element Method, Fracture Mechanics, Contact Problems

Matošić, Srecko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4836058, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: srecko.matosic@pbf.hr, smatosic@pbf.hr
Biochemical Engineering, Industrial Microbiology, Bioactive Microbial Metabolites, Biosynthesis and Downstream Processes of Bioactive Microbial Metabolites, Antibiotics, Alkaloids, Vitamins, Probiotic Activity of Lactic Bacteria, Production of Single Cel

Medak, Damir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639227, fax: +385 1 4828081,
e-mail: damir.medak@geof.hr, http://www.geof.hr/~dmedak
Geodesy, Geoinformatics, Geomatics, Spatial Databases, Spatial Data Analysis, Software Engineering
Medica, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651523, fax: +385 51 675818,
e-mail: Vladimir.Medved@hatz.hr
Technical Sciences, Mechanical Engineering, Internal Combustion Engines, Heat Engines, Combustion, Naval Machinery, Mechanical Vibrations

Medved, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics, Associate Member (2001)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Kinesiology, Horvaćanski zavoj 15, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3658660, +385 1 3658670, fax: +385 1 3634146,
e-mail: vmedved@kif.hr
Biomedical Engineering, Biomechanics, Kinesiology, Biomedical Instrumentation, Electrophysiological Kinesiology, Electromyography, Human Locomotion Measurement

Medved-Rogina, Branka, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems, Collaborating Member (1998)
Ruder Bošković Institute, Zavod za elektroniku, Bijenička cesta 54, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4561024, fax: +385 1 4680090,
e-mail: medved@irb.hr
High-Speed Electronics and Optoelectronics, Signal Processing and Statistical Data Analysis

Mihanović, Ante, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Matice hrvatske 15, 21000 Split
+385 21 303357, fax: +385 21 303357,
e-mail: Ante.Mihanovic@gradst.hr
Structural Mechanics, Numerical Modelling of Structures, Lightweight Concrete Structures, Numerical Analysis of Structures, Design of Concrete and Lightweight Concrete Structures
Mikac, Tonči, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651403, fax: +385 51 675818, e-mail: tmikac@riteh.hr; dekanat@riteh.hr
Manufacturing systems, Computer Integrated Manufacturing, Operations management, Organization of production systems, Production engineering

Mikula, Miroslav, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Transport, Associate Member (1994)
Klaiceva 9a, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3774755, e-mail: miroslav.mikula@zg.t-com.hr
Telecommunication in Traffic, Technical Application of Telecommunication, Technical Application of Telecommunication Infrastructure, Telecommunication Traffic Technology Optimisation and Modelling of Telecommunication Traffic

Mikuličić, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129993, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129890, e-mail: Vladimir.Mikulicic@hatz.hr

Mikulić, Dinko, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics, Collaborating Member (2004)
Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Croatia, Department for Development Acquisition and Modernization, Bauerova 33, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4567634, +385 1 4568057, fax: +385 1 4567486, e-mail: dinko.mikulic@morrh.hr, dinko.mikulic@fsb.hr
Motor Vehicles, Special Vehicles, Construction Machines, Demining Machines
Milčić, Branimir, PhD.
Member Amicus (2002)
Vilka Šefera 8, 10000 Zagreb
Production Engineering, Maintenance and Exploitation of Machine Tools, Numerical Control of Machine Tools and Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Methods of Rapid Prototyping, Life Cycle of Products (Machinery) and Sustainable Development

Miliša, Ante, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Collaborating Member (1994)
Končar - Electrical Engineering Institute, Inc., Baštijanova bb, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3666351, +385 1 3655555, fax: +385 1 3666357, e-mail:amilisa@koncar-institut.hr
Electrical Engineering - Theory and Application, R&D of Apparatus and Drives, Interaction Between Net and Switches, Development of Middle and High Voltage Switches and Disconnectors, Education

Milković, Mateo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Associate Member (2004)
University of Dubrovnik, Čira Carića 4, 20000 Dubrovnik
e-mail: mateo.milkovic@unidu.hr
Power Engineering, Electrical Machines and Drives

Milun, Stanko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Associate Member (1995)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Rudera Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 563777, fax: +385 21 563877, e-mail: stanko.milun@fesb.hr
Electrical Engineering, Metrology
Mlinarić, Tomislav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Associate Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380322, +385 1 2380222, +385 1 2334444, fax: +385 1 2314415, e-mail: tomislav.mlinaric@fpz.hr
Traffic Safety, Automatisation and Signalling, Neural Networks Modelling, Artificial Intelligence, Information Systems, Railway Transport Technologies, Automatisation and Signalling

Modlic, Borivoj, Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129672, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129717, e-mail: borivoj.modlic@ieee.org

Moguš-Milanković, Andrea, PhD.
Department of Chemistry
Collaborating Member (2005)
Ruder Bošković Institute, Bijenička c. 54, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4561149, fax: +385 1 4680114
e-mail: mogus@irb.hr

Mravak, Ivan, MSc.
Member Amicus (2005)
Hrvatska elektroprivreda d.d., Ulica grada Vukovara 37, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: ivan.mravak@hep.hr
Reliability of Electric and Power Systems
Mrnjavac, Edna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Associate Member (1998, 2004)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality
Management, Primorska 42, Ika, 51410 Opatija

Mrša, Zoran, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Associate Member (1998)
University of Rijeka, Technical Faculty, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651444, +385 51 651500, fax: +385 51 675818,
e-mail: mrsa@rijeka.riteh.hr
Technical Sciences, Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulic Machinery,
Computational Fluid Dynamics, Shape Optimisation

Muftić, Osman, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6158940,
e-mail: osman.muftic@fsb.hr
Mechanics of Rigid and Strength Bodies, Biomechanics,
Ergonomics, Physiological Anthropology, Applied Mechanics

Muljević, Vladimir, Prof. emer. Dr. techn. Dr. h. c. IEEE Fellow
Honorary Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, +385 1 6129850
Trg Francuske Republike 7, 10000 Zagreb, +385 1 3702355
Automation, Automatic Regulation, Electrical Measurement,
History of Technology, Automatic Regulation, Croatian-German
Dictionary of Electrical Engineering, German-Croatian Dictionary
of Electrical Engineering, History of Technology in Croatia
Novak, Srdan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605042, fax: +385 1 4836083, e-mail: snovak@pbf.hr
Biochemical Engineering, Microbial Physiology, Industrial Microbiology, Microbial Biomass Production and Use, Products of Primary Metabolism, Bioreactor Design, Integrated Processes in Environment Protection

Obad Šćitaroci, Mladen, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639265, +385 1 2430992, fax: +385 1 2430992 e-mail: mladen.scitaroci-obad@zg.t-com.hr
Architecture and Urbanism, Landscape Architecture, Town Planning, History of Landscape Architecture and Town Planning

Orešković, Vladimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering, Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4836058, fax: +385 1 4836058, e-mail: vladimir.oreskovic@ttf.hr

Palík, František, PhD.
Department of Transport, Corresponding Member (2005)
West Bohemia University, Fakulta strojní, Univerzitní 8, Pošt. Schranka 314, 306 14 Plzen, Czech Republic
+420 19 7491259, fax: +420 19 7423185
Paljan, Davorin, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Collaborating Member (1998)
Kraljevec 15, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4578503
e-mail: dpaljan@hotmail.com
Research and Development of Electrical Machines, Noise and Vibration, Control and Measurements of Electrical Machines, Acoustical Diagnostics of Machines

Pap, Klaudio, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: klaudio.pap@zg.t-com.hr

Parac-Osterman, Čurica, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Baruna Filipovića 30, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4877359, fax: +385 1 4877355, e-mail: djparac@ttf.hr

Pegan, Srečko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Associate Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639222/433, fax: +385 1 4639284,
e-mail: Srecko.Pegan@hatz.hr
Architecture and Town Planning, Regional planning, Town planning, Architecture
Perić, Nedjeljko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129855, +385 1 6129795, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129809,
e-mail: nedjeljko.peric@fer.hr, http://www.fer.hr/apr
Process Automation, Control of Servo Drives, Identification, Digital Control, Intelligent Control, Predictive Control, Industrial Plants Automation

Petrović, Ivan, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129844, +385 1 6129795, fax: +385 1 6129809
 e-mail: ivan.petrovic@fer.hr, http://www.apr.fer.hr/petrovic
Mobile Robotics, Telerobotics, Intelligent Control and Estimation Theory

Pilić-Rabadan, Ljiljana, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ruđera Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 563777, fax: +385 21 563877,
e-mail: ljiljana.pilic@fesb.hr

Pleština, Lenko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Architecture and Urban Planning,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Architecture, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639267, fax: +385 1 4828079
 e-mail: lenko.plestina@arhitekt.hr
Residential /Dwelling/ Architecture, Design of Family Houses and Low Rise Housing
**Pozderović, Andrija**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Food Technology, Franje Kuhača 18, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 224313, fax: +385 31 207115,
e-mail: andrija.pozderovic@ptfos.hr
Processes in the Food Industry, Processing of Fruit and Vegetables, Winemaking

**Radić, Jure**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639222, fax: +385 1 4639206,
e-mail: jradic@grad.hr
Bridges, Durability of Structures, Actions on Structures, Development of Traffic Corridors, History of Civil Engineering, Design and Construction of Bridges, Reconstruction in War Destroyed Parts of Croatia, Conception of Road Corridors

**Richter, Branimir**, Prof. PhD.
Honorary Member (2001)
Academy of Medical Sciences of Croatia, Šubičeva 29, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4640586
Medical Parasitology, Tropical Medicine, Epidemiology, Public Health, Malariology and Malaria Eradication Programmes, Helminthiases and their Control, Medical Education, Telemedicine

**Richter, Kurt**, Prof. D. Sc.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Honorary Member (1994)
Technische Universität Graz Institut fuer Grundlagen und Theorie der Elektrotechnik, Kopernikusgasse 24, 8010 Graz, Oesterreich
e-mail: k.richter@tugraz.at, k.richter@ieee.org
Fundamentals and Theory of Electrical Engineering
Rimac-Drlje, Snježana, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Kneza Trpimira 2B, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 224759, fax: +385 31 224605,
e-mail: rimac@etfos.hr
Image Processing, Image and Video Compression and Coding,
Radio-wave Propagation, Multimedia Communication Systems

Risović, Stjepan, PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Svetošimunska 25, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: stjepan.risovic@sumafak.hr
Technology, Biotechnology, Forestry Biomass Utilisation, Solid Biomass Fuels Standardisation, Energy Efficiency in the Wood Industry

Rogale, Dubravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology,
Associate Member (1996)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Prilaz baruna Filipovića 126/III, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3712510, fax: +385 1 3712519,
e-mail: dubravko.rogale@ttf.hr, dubravko.rogale@zg.t-com.hr
http://www.ttf.hr/index.php?str=53&osoba=16

Roje, Vesna, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Full Member (2000)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, R. Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305811, fax: +385 21 463877,
e-mail: vroje@fesb.hr
Rotim, Franko, Prof. PhD.  
Department of Transport,  
Full Member (1994)  
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb  
+385 1 2380217, fax: +385 1 6527084,  
e-mail: Franko.Rotim@hatz.hr, frotim@hzdp.hr  

Rožanić, Igor, Prof. PhD. (retired)  
Honorary Member (1998)  
Nova cesta 98a, 51415 Opatija  
+385 51 711762, fax: +385 51 272005  
Naval Architecture, Offshore Engineering, Welding and Allied Processes Testing, Measurement and Control of Welds, Science and Research Methodology

Rožić, Nikola, Prof. PhD.  
Department of Information Systems,  
Full Member (2000)  
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, R. Boškovića bb, 21000 Split  
+385 21 305777, fax: +385 21 463877,  
e-mail: nikola.rozic@fesb.hr  

Ružinski, Nikola, Prof. PhD.  
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,  
Collaborating Member (1994)  
Ministry of Environmental Protection, Physical Planning and Construction, Ulica Republike Austrije 20, 10000 Zagreb  
+385 1 3782413,  
e-mail: nikola.ruzinski@mzopu.hr  
Mechanical Engineering, Ecology, Water Treatment
Salopek, Branko, PhD.
Department of Mining and Metallurgy, Full Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: Branko.Salopek@hatz.hr

Sećen, Josip, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605239, fax: +385 1 4836051, e-mail: josip.secen@ina.hr, jsecen@rgn.hr
Petroleum Engineering and Production Geosciences, Reservoir Estimates, Development of Oil, Gas and Gas-condensate Reservoirs by Primary, Secondary and Tertiary (Enhanced Oil Recovery) Methods

Senjanović, Ivo, Academician
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168142, fax: +385 1 6156940, e-mail: ivo.senjanovic@fsb.hr

Sever, Stanislav, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Associate Member (1998)
Britanski trg 11, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4821749, e-mail: stanislav.sever@zg.htnet.hr
Forestry Mechanisation, Logging Tractors, Terrain-Vehicles Systems, Morphological Analysis, Metrology, Technical Terminology
Skala, Karolj, Prof. PhD.
Department of Communication Systems,
Full Member (1998)
Ruđer Bošković Institute, Bijenička cesta 54, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4571218, fax: +385 1 4680212,
e-mail: skala@irb.hr, skala@grf.hr
Optoelectronics, Microcontrollers, Informatics, Optoelectronic
Detection and Measurements, Laser and Fiber Optic
Communications, Microcontrollers and Programmable
Microelectronic Systems and Grid Applications

Sladoljev, Želimir, Prof. Emeritus PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168112, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: zelimir.sladoljev@fsb.hr
Shipbuilding Technology, Shipyard Organisation & Production
Management, Offshore Technology

Solarić, Nikola, Prof. Emeritus PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Member Emeritus (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Geodesy, Kačićeva 26, 10000
Zagreb
+385 1 4639405, fax: +385 1 4828081,
e-mail: nikola.solaric@geof.hr, http://www.geof.hr/~nsolaric
Geodesy, Astronomy, Metrology, Automatisation in Geodetical
Astronomy, Automatisation in Surveying, Calibration Line for
Electrooptical Distancemeters, Optimisation

Soljačić, Ivo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Textil Technology,
Full Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Textile Technology, Savska cesta
16/5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4877351, fax: +385 1 4877352,
e-mail: Ivo.Soljacic@hatz.hr
Textile Chemistry, Textile Pretreatments, Optical Brightening,
Textile Finishing, Textile Care, Optical Brighteners, Fluorescence
Quenching, Whiteness Degree, Hue Change on Lightly Coloured
Fabrics
Somek, Branko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129250, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6170007,
e-mail: branko.somek@fer.hr

Sopta, Luka, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Rijeka, Technical Faculty, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651444, fax: +385 51 675818,
e-mail: sopta@rijeka.riteh.hr, luka.sopta@riteh.hr

Sorić, Jurica, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168103, fax: +385 1 6168187,
e-mail: jurica.soric@fsb.hr

Sorić, Zorislav, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Associate Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6329208, +385 1 4639222, fax: +385 1 4828050,
e-mail: Zorislav.Soric@hatz.hr
Concrete Structures, Masonry Structures, Strengthening of Structures
Srbljić, Siniša, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129954, +385 1 6129999, fax: +385 1 6129653,
e-mail: sinisa.srbljic@fer.hr, sinisa@zemris.fer.hr
Multiprocessor and Distributed Computer Systems, Replication, Caching and Coherence of Replication Data

Sršen, Mate, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Full Member (1998)
Civil Engineering Institute of Croatia, Janka Rakuše 1, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6125715, fax: +385 1 6125776,
e-mail: Mate.Srsen@hatz.hr

Staniša, Branko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Associate Member (1998)
University of Rijeka, Technical Faculty, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651444, fax: +385 51 675818, e-mail: stanisa@riteh.hr
Erosion, Erosion-corrosion and Corrosion in Heat Turbines, Calculation and Design of Heat Turbines, Revitalisation, Reconstruction and Modernisation of Steam Turbines in Operation, Exploitation, Maintenance and Reliability of Turboengine Functions

Stipanićev, Darko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics, Full Member (1998)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, R. Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305813, fax: +385 21 563877,
e-mail: Darko.Stipanicev@hatz.hr, http://laris.fesb.hr/dstip.html
Automatic Control, Computational Intelligence, Digital Image Analysis, Advanced Internet Technologies, Application of Computational Intelligence Methods in Control, Complex System Modelling and Analysis
Sučeska, Muhamed, PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2002)
Institute for Shipbuilding, Avenija Većeslava Holjevca 20, 10000 Zagreb
e-mail: suceska@hrbi.hr
Thermal Analysis, Chemistry and Physics of Explosion and
Explosives, Thermal Analysis of Energetic Materials, Kinetics and
Mechanism of Thermal Decomposition, Numerical Modelling of
Combustion, Detonation and Thermal Initiation of Explosive
Reactions

Szavits-Nossan, Antun, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Collaborating Member (1993)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26,
10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639222, fax: +385 1 4639206,
e-mail: nossan@grad.hr
Civil Engineering - Geotechnics, Soil-structure Interaction, Soil
Dynamics, Numerical Modelling, Active Design

Šantić, Ante, Prof. Emeritus PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Member Emeritus (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129931, fax: +385 1 6129652, e-mail: ante.santic@fer.hr
Biomedical Electronics, Electronic Instrumentation and
Measurements, Transducers, Biomedical Imaging, Bioelectrical
Signals Amplification and Processing, Infrared Biotelemetry, Low
Power Implantable Devices, Pulse Plethysmography

Šarić, Slavko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic
Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380222, fax: +385 1 2314415,
e-mail: slavko.saric@fpz.hr
Telecommunication Networks, Traffic Engineering, Mobile
Communications, Intelligent Networks, Traffic Planning,
Optimisation of Communication Networks, Intelligent Networks
Šercer, Mladen, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168191, fax: +385 1 6156940,
e-mail: mladen.sercer@fsb.hr
Mechanical Engineering, Production Engineering, Polymer Processing, Injection Moulding Process Control, Troubleshooting in Injection Moulding, Polymer Recycling and Waste Management, Production of Rubber Parts and Appropriate Moulds

Šerman, Nikola, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6156940, e-mail: nikola.serman@fsb.hr
Process Dynamics and Control, Mathematical Modelling and Simulation, Process Control in Thermal Power Plants

Štefanko, Stjepan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Associate Member (1994)
Končar - Electrical Engineering Institute, Inc., Baštijanova bb, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 3655555, fax: +385 1 3666666,
e-mail: sstefanko@koncar-institut.hr
Electrical Machines, Classical Electromagnetic Theory

Štern, Ivica, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering, Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Marulićev trg 19, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597240, fax: +385 1 4597250,
e-mail: istern@fkit.hr
Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics, Corrosion and Protection of Materials
Štih, Željko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb, +385 1 6129656,
fax: +385 1 6170007, e-mail: Zeljko.Stih@hatz.hr
Electromagnetism: Field Theory, Numerical Field Computation
Electromagnetic Compatibility, Electromagnetic Field Theory,
Finite Element Method, Method of Moments, Design of
Transformers, Electromagnetic Compatibility in High-voltage
Substations

Šulhofer, Mladen, Academician
Honorary Member (2001)
Academy of Medical Sciences of Croatia, Šubićeva 29, 10000
Zagreb
+385 1 4640586
Visceral Surgery and Experimental Surgery

Šušnjić, Livio, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Vukovarska 58,
51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651443, fax: +385 51 675818
e-mail: livio.susnjic@riteh.hr

Terze, Zdravko, Assoc. Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Collaborating Member (2004)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and
Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168476 (227),
e-mail: zdravko.terze@fsb.hr, http://www.fsb.hr/aero/zterze.htm
Dynamics of Structural Systems, Numerical Methods and
Computation, Dynamics of Aircraft Structures, Multibody
Dynamics and Non-Linear Dynamics, Computational
Aeroelasticity
Tomas, Srečko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Food Technology, Franje Kuhača 18, 31000 Osijek
+385 31 224300, fax: +385 31 207115,
e-mail: srecko.tomas@ptfos.hr
Chemical Engineering, Food Engineering (Heat and Mass Transfer, Drying, Distillation, Extraction), Drying Heat and Mass Transfer

Tomšić, Željko, Assist. Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129983, fax: +385 1 6129980,
e-mail: zeljko.tomsic@fer.hr

Tonković, Stanko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Systems and Cybernetics,
Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129932, +385 1 6129911, fax: +385 1 6129652,
e-mail: Stanko.Tonkovic@hatz.hr
Electronic Measurements, Electronic Instrumentation, Biomedical Electronics, Biomedical Instrumentation, Biomedical Signal Processing, Bioimpedance Measurement
*Vice-President of the Croatian Academy of Engineering*

Topolnik, Dražen, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Member Emeritus (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380222, fax: +385 1 2314416,
e-mail: drazen.topolnik@fpz.hr
Tripalo, Branko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605040, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: branko.tripalo@pbf.hr
Fluid Bed Drying, Fluid Bed Heat Transfer, Extrusion Processing of Shear-sensitive Food Products, Transport Phenomena, Unit Operations

Ugarčić-Hardi, Žaneta, PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering,
Collaborating Member (2002)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Food Technology, Franje Kuhača 18, 31000 Osijek
e-mail: zaneta.ugarcic-hardi@ptfos.hr
Cereal Chemistry and Technology, Technological Quality of Flour, Milling, Bread and Pasta Production, Extruded Products

Ugrinović, Kosta, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems,
Collaborating Member (1998)
University of Split, Fakultet prirodoslovno-matematičkih znanosti i odgojnih područja, Teslina 12, 21000 Split
+385 21 385009, fax: +385 21 385431,
e-mail: kosta.ugrinovic@pmfst.hr, http://www.pmfst.hr/~ugrin/
Applied Mathematics, Applied Physics, Underwater Acoustics, Detection Theory, Information Theory, Active Sonar, Passive Sonar

Valter, Zdravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics,
Associate Member (1994)
University of Osijek, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Kneza Trpimira 2b, 31000 Osijek
+385 1 3873023, fax: +385 1 3873023,
e-mail: zvalter@etfos.hr
Electrical Machines and Drives, Measurement Technology, Automation Technologies and Systems
Vasić-Rački, Đurđa, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Associate Member (1995)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Savska cesta 16, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597104, fax: +385 1 4597133,
e-mail: Djurdja.Vasic-Racki@hatz.hr
Enzyme Reaction Engineering, Computer Modelling, Biochemical Engineering, Ecological Engineering

Verić, Franjo, Prof. PhD.
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy,
Associate Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Kačićeva 26, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4639222, fax: +385 1 4639206,
e-mail: franjo.veric@master.grad.hr
Soil Mechanics, Foundation Engineering, Earthfill Dams, Environmental Protection - Geotechnical Aspects, Geotechnical Anchors

Veža, Ivica, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture,
Full Member (2002)
University of Split, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, R. Boškovića bb, 21000 Split
+385 21 305854, fax: +385 21 463877,
Ivica.Veza@hatz.hr
Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Plant Layout, Computer Integrated Manufacturing, Modelling and Simulation, Production Management, Logistics

Viličić, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Power Systems,
Collaborating Member (2005)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Engineering, Vukovarska 58, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 651511, fax: +385 51 675801
e-mail: ivilicic@riteh.hr
Virag, Zdravko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, Ivana Lučića 5, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6168944/137, +385 1 6168222, fax: +385 1 6156940, e-mail: zdravko.virag@fsb.hr

Vranešić, Zvonko George, Prof. D. Sc., Chair
Department of Information Systems, Honorary Member (2000)
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer Engineering Research Group, University of Toronto, 10 King's College Road Toronto, Ontario, Canada, (+1)416 9785032, fax: (+1)416 9780828, e-mail: zvonko@eecg.toronto.edu, http://www.eecg.toronto.edu/~zvonko/
Computer Architecture, Multiprocessor Systems, FPGA Technology, Multiple-Valued Logic, Design of Multiprocessor Systems, CAD Techniques for FPGAs

Vranić, Duško, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport, Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Rijeka, Faculty of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka
+385 51 331177, fax: +385 51 336755, e-mail: dusko.vranic@pfri.hr

Zavada, Josip, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport, Collaborating Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 238022, fax: +385 1 2314415, e-mail: josip.zavada@fpz.hr
Motor Vehicles, Railway Vehicles, Motor Vehicle Emissions, Modelling of Railway Traction, Modelling of Motor Vehicle Emissions
**Zentner, Ervin**, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems, Member Emeritus (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129712, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: ervin.zentner@fer.hr

**Zgaga, Zoran**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Bioprocess Engineering, Collaborating Member (2000)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, Pierottijeva 6, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4605000, fax: +385 1 4836083,
e-mail: zgagaz@pbf.hr, zzgaga@pbf.hr
Molecular Genetics, Genetics Engineering, Biotechnology, DNA Repair and Recombination, Structure of Eukaryotic Genome, Recombinant DNA Technology

**Zovko-Cihlar, Branka**, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Communication Systems, Full Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129839, fax: +385 1 6129717,
e-mail: Branka.Zovko-Cihlar@haz.hr, http://www.vcl.fer.hr/bzovko/
Wireless Multimedia Communications, Digital Video Communications, Television, Broadcasting Systems, Noise in Radiocommunications
_Vice-President of the Croatian Academy of Engineering_

**Zrnčević, Stanka**, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering, Associate Member (1994)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, Marulićev trg 19, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 4597281, fax: +385 1 4597260,
e-mail: szrnce@marie.fkit.hr
Chemical Engineering, Catalysis, Catalytic Reaction Engineering
Žagar, Mario, Prof. PhD.
Department of Information Systems, Full Member (1995)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, Unska 3, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6129617, fax: +385 1 6170007, e-mail: mario.zagar@fer.hr

Žagar, Zvonimir, Prof. PhD. (retired)
Department of Civil Engineering and Geodesy, Member Emeritus (1998)
Prilaz Ivana Visina 1, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6527456, e-mail: zvonimir.zagar@zg.htnet.hr, http://www3.telus.net/MAPAZ/zvonimirzagar.htm
Structures, Timber Structures, Expert Systems, Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Sciences

Žanetić, Ratimir, Prof. PhD.
Department of Chemical Engineering, Associate Member (1998)
University of Split, Faculty of Chemical Technology, Nikole Tesle 10, 21000 Split
+385 21 385624, fax: +385 21 384964, e-mail: Radimir.Zanetic@hatz.hr
Chemical Engineering, Mixing, Control Engineering

Žiljak, Vilko, Prof. PhD.
Department of Graphical Engineering, Full Member (1998)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Getaldićeva 2, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6157157, fax: +385 1 6157134, e-mail: Vilko.Ziljak@hatz.hr, http://jagor.srce.hr/~viziljak
Županović, Ivan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Transport,
Associate Member (2005)
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Engineering, Vukelićeva 4, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 2380211
e-mail: ivan.zupanovic@fpz.hr

Žutobradić, Srdan, Prof. PhD.
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics, Collaborating Member (1995)
Energy Institute Hrvoje Požar, Ulica grada Vukovara 37, 10000 Zagreb
+385 1 6118400, fax: +385 1 6118401,
e-mail: szutobra@eihp.hr, srdjan.zutobradic@eihp.hr
Electrical Engineering, Global Methods for Design of Distribution Networks, Distribution Networks Planning, Grounding and Overvoltage Problems, Substation Equipment
Supporting Members of the Croatian Academy of Engineering

Alstom Croatia Inc., Department of Engineering, Karlovac, www.alstom.com
Civil Engineering Institute of Croatia, Zagreb, www.igh.hr
Croatian Association of Engineering Culture, Zagreb, www.hztk.hr
Croatian Institute for Bridge and Structural Engineering, Zagreb, www.himk.hr
Croatian Institute for Telecommunications Ltd., Zagreb, www.telekom.hr
Department of Maritime Studies, University of Dubrovnik, Dubrovnik, www.unidu.hr
Ekonerg Institute for Energy and Environmental Protection Ltd., Zagreb, www.ekonerg.hr
Enconet International Ltd., Zagreb, www.enconet.hr
Energy Institute Hrvoje Požar, Zagreb, www.eihp.hr
Engineering Polytechnics of Zagreb, www.tvz.hr
Faculty of Agriculture, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, www.pfos.hr
Faculty of Architecture, University of Zagreb, www.arhitekt.hr
Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, University of Split, www.ktf-split.hr
Faculty of Chemical Engineering and Technology, University of Zagreb, www.fkit.hr
Faculty of Civil Engineering and Architecture, University of Split, www.gradst.hr
Faculty of Civil Engineering, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, 
www.gfos.hr
Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Rijeka, 
www.grad.hr
Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Zagreb, 
www.grad.hr
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, 
www.fer.hr
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, 
www.efos.hr
Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, 
University of Split, www.fesb.hr
Faculty of Engineering, University of Rijeka, 
www.riteh.hr
Faculty of Food Technology and Biotechnology, University of Zagreb, 
www.pbf.hr
Faculty of Food Technology, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, 
www.ptfos.hr
Faculty of Forestry, University of Zagreb, 
www.sumfak.hr
Faculty of Geodesy, University of Zagreb, 
www.geof.hr
Faculty of Geotechnics in Varaždin, University of Zagreb, 
www.gtfvz.hr
Faculty of Graphical Engineering, University of Zagreb, 
www.grf.hr
Faculty of Maritime Studies, University of Rijeka, 
www.pfri.hr
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, University of Zagreb, 
www.fsb.hr
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Slavonski Brod, J. J. Stossmayer University of Osijek, 
www.sfsb.hr
Faculty of Metallurgy in Sisak, University of Zagreb, 
www.simet.hr
Faculty of Mining, Geology and Petroleum Engineering, University of Zagreb, 
www.rgn.hr
Faculty of Organization and Informatics in Varaždin, University of Zagreb, 
www.foi.hr
Faculty of Textile Technology, University of Zagreb, 
www.ttf.hr
Faculty of Transportation Engineering, University of Zagreb, www.fpz.hr

Hrvatska elektroprivreda Inc.
www.hep.hr

INA – Industrija nafte Inc., Zagreb
www.ina.hr

Institute of Geology, Zagreb,
www.igi.hr

Institute of Naval Architecture Ltd., Zagreb,
www.hrbi.hr

Institute of Transportation and Communication, Zagreb,
www.fpz.hr/ipv/

Končar Electrical Engineering Institute Inc., Zagreb,
www.koncar-institut.hr

Kraš Inc., Zagreb,
www.kras.hr

Odašiljači i veze Ltd., Zagreb
www.oiv.hr

Pliva Croatia Ltd., Zagreb,
www.pliva.hr

Podravka Inc., Koprivnica
www.podravka.hr

Polytechnics of Karlovac,
www.vuka.hr

Uljanik Shipyard Inc., Pula,
www.uljanik.hr

University of Dubrovnik,
www.unidu.hr

Vindija Inc., Varaždin
www.vindija.hr

Zagreb Brewery Inc., Zagreb,
www.ozujsko.com/zujo_pivovara.htm